
Dusit International to manage two new
resorts in Huizhou, China

Bangkok, 22 August 2017 – Dusit International, one of Thailand’s foremost hotel and property
development companies, represented in China by Dusit Fudu Hotels and Resorts, has signed a
management agreement with Huizhou Yuetai Investment Company Limited to operate two new
properties in Huizhou, in China’s Guangdong Province.

Opening under Dusit International’s luxury Dusit Devarana and upscale dusitD2 brands respectively,
both properties will be located in Huizhou’s Shuangyue Bay, one of the region’s most popular
destinations renowned for its scenic hiking trails, white sandy beaches and crystal-clear water.

Shuangyue Bay is located approximately 90 minutes by car from Huizhou’s Pingtan Airport and 45
minutes from the high-speed train station. Huizhou city centre and Shenzhen can be reached in two
hours by car, while Guangzhou, the capital of Guangdong Province, is a three-hour drive away.

The deluxe Dusit Devarana Resort, Huizhou Shuangyue Bay will comprise 84 guest rooms and 64
villas, each exquisitely furnished and decorated. Dining and entertainment outlets will include an all-
day-dining restaurant, a Chinese restaurant and a lobby lounge, while a 900 sq m pillarless ballroom
and three meeting rooms will cater for meetings and social events. The resort’s comprehensive
recreational facilities include a well-equipped gymnasium, outdoor swimming pool, kids’ club, and
Dusit’s signature Devarana Spa, which offers luxurious, Thai-inspired treatments. The beach is only
a five-minute walk away.

Situated overlooking the South China Sea in a 29-storey tower, the dusitD2 Serviced Residence,
Huizhou Shuangyue Bay will offer 550 well-appointed apartments, an all-day-dining restaurant, and
a lobby lounge. Designed to appeal to millennial-minded travellers, the property will feature
creative, vibrant décor and high tech applications.

“In line with our strategy for sustainable and profitable growth, Dusit Fudu was created to bring
Dusit’s gracious, Thai-inspired hospitality to China, and these new projects in Huizhou really
demonstrate the growing significance of our brands within the country,” said Mr Lim Boon Kwee,
Chief Operating Officer of Dusit International. “We are delighted and proud that Huizhou Yuetai
Investment Company Limited has chosen Dusit to manage these two unique properties, and we look
forward to making the projects a huge success when they open in 2020.”

Mr Zhao Xing Xiang, Chairman of Huizhou Yuetai Investment Company Limited, said, “We believe
Dusit Fudu’s dynamic team of industry experts will provide all support necessary to ensure the long-
term success of our two hotel projects. We look forward to a bright and prosperous future as part of
the Dusit group.”

Notes for editor
About Dusit International
Dusit International was founded in 1948 by Honorary Chairperson Thanpuying Chanut Piyaoui,
whose first hotel was the Princess on Bangkok’s Charoenkrung Road. Today the company is a leader
in hotel management, franchising and education and comprises a unique international portfolio of
distinctive hotels and resorts operating under four brands: Dusit Thani, dusitD2, Dusit Princess and
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Dusit Devarana.
The company currently operates 29 properties worldwide and has over 50 confirmed projects in the
pipeline in key destinations such as Australia, Bhutan, China, Indonesia, Kenya, Myanmar, Oman,
Philippines, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Thailand, Turkey, and UAE.
Dusit International also operates the signature Devarana Spa and has a fast-growing Education
Division. The latter, established in 1993, comprises Dusit Thani College, which offers vocational and
postgraduate hospitality degrees at campuses in Bangkok and Pattaya; Le Cordon Bleu Dusit
Culinary School; and the recently opened Dusit Thani Hotel School, which is Thailand’s first
hospitality school based on the ASEAN Common Competency Standards for Tourism Professionals.
In 2018 Dusit will open the pioneering Dusit Hospitality Management College, a unique fully
integrated hospitality school and hotel in Manila, Philippines.
For more information, please visit www.dusit.com


